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Modeling Grasp Type Improves
Learning-Based Grasp Planning
Qingkai Lu1 and Tucker Hermans1
Abstract—Different manipulation tasks require different types
of grasps. For example, holding a heavy tool like a hammer
requires a multi-fingered power grasp offering stability, while
holding a pen to write requires a multi-fingered precision grasp
to impart dexterity on the object. In this paper, we propose a
probabilistic grasp planner that explicitly models grasp type for
planning high-quality precision and power grasps in real-time. We
take a learning approach in order to plan grasps of different types
for previously unseen objects when only partial visual information
is available. Our work demonstrates the first supervised learning
approach to grasp planning that can explicitly plan both power
and precision grasps for a given object. Additionally, we compare
our learned grasp model with a model that does not encode type
and show that modeling grasp type improves the success rate of
generated grasps. Furthermore we show the benefit of learning a
prior over grasp configurations to improve grasp inference with
a learned classifier.
Index Terms—Grasping, perception for grasping and manipu-
lation, grasp learning
I. INTRODUCTION
COUNTLESS robotic manipulation tasks require multi-fingered grasps due to the stability and dexterity they
afford. It’s necessary to plan different types of multi-fingered
grasps to accomplish different kinds of manipulation tasks [1,
2]. For example, holding a heavy tool like a hammer or
wrench requires a power grasp affording substantial stability,
while holding a scalpel or pen requires a precision grasp
providing increased dexterity. Most grasp learning work to date
focuses on two-fingered grasping with parallel jaw grippers
where grasp type is not a concern [3–10]. Existing multi-
fingered grasp planning work tends to only produce grasps
of a single type for a given object [10–16]. This is especially
true for learning-based grasp planning methods [10–12]. Two
issues must be addressed in investigating multi-type, multi-
fingered grasp learning: (1) the multi-finger grasp configuration
has substantially higher dimension compared to two-fingered
grasps; and (2) power and precision grasps are often very
different for the same object making them difficult to predict
by a single learner.
We overcome these challenges by introducing a novel prob-
abilistic graphical model for grasp learning, which explicitly
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Fig. 1: Precision (left) and power (right) grasps generated by
our planner.
models grasp type. While our model can theoretically handle
any number of grasp types, we focus on precision and power
grasps in this letter. Precision and power grasps are the
two most common human and robotic grasp types [1, 17].
Following Cutkosky [1] we define power grasps as having
large areas of contact between the grasped object and the
surfaces of the fingers and palm, and little or no ability to
impart motions with the fingers. Precision grasps are defined
by the hand holding the object with the tips of its fingers and
thumb. In Figure 1, we show examples of precision and power
grasps generated by our grasp planner for the same object.
Our probabilistic model for grasp type provides a unified
framework for learning a function that predicts grasp success
and for planning over grasp type and grasp configuration for a
given object. We additionally introduce a data-driven prior over
grasp configuration in order to improve inference for planning.
Our work is the first supervised grasp learning approach that
can explicitly plan both power and precision grasps for a given
object. We compare to a similar probabilistic grasp model that
does not encode grasp type to show the benefit of explicitly
modeling grasp type in planning grasps. Additionally, our
experiments show that our model allows us to learn a high-
quality predictor with far fewer data than a state-of-the-art deep
neural network model [12].
II. RELATED WORK
Robotic grasping approaches can generally be divided into
analytical and learning-based methods [18] [19]. Analytical
methods construct grasps that satisfy certain grasp properties,
such as force closure, task compatibility, and other stability
measures [19]. Analytical approaches generate grasps based
on geometric, kinematic, and/or dynamic object models [19].
Learning-based methods use labeled grasping data to train
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classifiers to predict grasp success or regression to predict a
desired grasp [12, 18]. Compared with analytical approaches,
learning-based methods tend to generalize well to unknown
objects with only partial object information [12, 18].
Most analytical approaches [20, 21] generate grasps that
satisfy certain grasp properties without considering the grasp
type. Both precision and power grasps can be force closure
grasps. Analytical approaches in [13, 14] plan power grasps
and precision grasps in [15, 16, 22]. Vahrenkamp et al. [23]
propose a grasp planner to plan both power and precision
grasps that generates grasp hypotheses based on the global
and local geometric surface features from the object mesh.
The planner then evaluates if the candidate grasps ensure force
closure. While it can generate both precision and power grasps
in theory, all grasps shown in the paper are precision grasps.
Morales and colleagues [24] present a shape primitive based
grasp planner similar to [13] to plan both precision and power
grasps in a kitchen environment. A set of precision and power
grasp strategies are defined for each shape primitive in the
shape library. Different control strategies enable the planner to
move to the desired preshape for power and precision grasps.
Learning-based grasp planning has become popular over the
past decade [3, 25, 26]. Recent grasp learning approaches
focus on using deep neural networks to predict grasps for
two fingered grasps of parallel jaw grippers in [4–9, 27, 28],
where grasp type is not a real concern. Relatively fewer deep-
learning approaches examine multi-fingered grasping [10–12].
Unlike our approach, these existing learning-based, multi-
fingered grasp planners cannot explicitly plan precision or
power grasps, generating only power or precision grasps for
given objects. In [29] Osa et al. use contextual reinforcement
learning to learn grasping policies to generate different grasp
types. They transfer the learned grasping motions to novel
objects by selecting local surface features on the novel object
similar to those seen during learning. While this method learns
multiple grasp types, the types are selected based on the
geometry of the grasp. As such it cannot explicitly enforce a
specific grasp type be selected, a characteristic of our system.
In addition to object attributes, task requirements dictate
grasp choice for a given hand [1, 30]. As such, some existing
grasp planners incorporate constraints and preferences accord-
ing to different manipulation tasks [31–33]. These methods
plan grasps for different tasks, but they do not explicitly plan
grasps of desired grasp types. These methods could potentially
be combined with our approach to select the grasp type
most appropriate for the desired task either through learning,
planning, or by being directly selected by a human user.
Song et al. propose an imitation learning approach for robots
to learn grasps for different tasks from human demonstrated
grasps [32]. However, the object representation used are hand-
coded object properties (e.g. object class and size) and not
visual features, meaning the grasp planner can only work with
a limited set of known objects, unlike our work which can plan
grasps for novel objects. In [33], a Task-Oriented Grasping
Network (TOG-Net) is proposed to optimize a reaching and
grasping policy for tool use. Similar to our approach, separate
TOG-Nets are trained for each of the two tool tasks: sweeping
and hammering.
III. MODELING GRASP TYPES FOR LEARNING AND
INFERENCE
In order to combine learning a classifier to predict grasp
success with grasp synthesis in a principled manner, we pro-
pose a probabilistic graphical model which incorporates grasp
type. By building such a model we can perform grasp planning
as probabilistic inference as previously proposed [12, 25]. We
present our probabilistic graphical model for explicitly model-
ing grasp types in Fig. 2a. This graphical model represents a
Bayesian network—a directed, acyclic graph structure where
each node represents a random variable and edges denote
conditional independence in the joint probability distribution
of all variables in the graph [34].
We have designed the structure of our graphical model to
encode the generative, causal structure of the grasping process.
At a high level our model encodes that grasp success depends
directly on the specific object being grasped and the selected
configuration of hand wrist and joint positions. Since grasp
types define qualitatively distinct ways of performing grasps,
we propose learning type-specific classifiers for predicting
grasp success.
Formally, G defines the discrete grasp type variable using
a categorical distribution, p(G), Y defines the binary random
variable associated with grasp success or failure, given the
grasp configuration parameters, θ, the observed visual features
o′, and the type-specific classifier weights wm. This has the
associated conditional probability distribution p(Y |θ,o′,wm).
We additionally introduce a data-driven prior, φm, over grasp
configuration for each grasp type in order to encode preferred
grasp configurations independent of the observed object. M
defines the number of grasp types, and the plate under the
classifier and prior parameters encodes that we have different
values of those variables for each grasp type.
Fig. 2b defines our comparison grasp model, that does not
model grasp type, but does include our novel grasp configura-
tion prior. We refer to this model without grasp types as the
“type-free” model. This is equivalent to setting M = 1 in our
model.
wm
φm
M
G
Y
θ
o′
(a) Our proposed grasp-type
probabilistic graphical model.
(b) The “type-free” grasp model
lacking a grasp type variable.
Fig. 2: Bayes net of grasp probabilistic models with and
without grasp types. M is the number of grasp types.
At training time the values of G, o′, θ, and Y are observed
and the classifier weights wm and grasp prior parameters, φm,
are learned. Given these learned parameters we can predict the
probability of grasp success, p(Y ) for a given object using the
observed visual features, o′, and specified grasp parameters,
θ, for each grasp type, m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. However, when
performing grasp planning we only observe the visual features,
o′, and must infer the grasp configuration, θ∗, that maximizes
the probability of grasp success, p(Y ).
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Fig. 3: Illustration of the visual feature extraction process.
We use logistic regression to define the grasp success
classifier in our model. The parameters wm define the weights
and bias for the classifier associated with grasp type m. A
deterministic distribution defines the mapping from grasp type
to the associated model parameters: p(wm|g) = 1 if g = m
and 0 otherwise. The same distribution is used for p(φm|gm).
Note one can use other models for the grasp classifier, such as a
neural network as done in [12]. However, we found this model
allowed us to learn with fewer data when using the visual
features defined in Section III-B. We use an uninformative
prior for p(G), asserting that all grasp types have equal prior
probability.
We use Gaussian mixture models (GMM) to model the
grasp configuration prior p(θ|φm) for each grasp type m. As
such, φm = {pimk,µmk,Σmk} is comprised of respectively
the mixing weights, mean, and covariance of the k Gaussian
components of the GMM associated with grasp type m. We
introduce this grasp prior to constrain the inference used at
planning time to not stray into areas far from grasp configura-
tions observed at training time, where we have little evidence
to support grasp success predictions.
A. Grasp Learning
Given a training set of observed samples T =
{(θi, gi,o′i, yi); i = 1, . . . , N}, we can use maximum likeli-
hood estimation (MLE) to learn the grasp model parameters
W and Φ. W represents the vector containing all grasp
classifier weights and Φ defines the vector for all grasp prior
parameters. The MLE parameter estimation objective function
is formulated as:
W ∗,Φ∗
= argmax
W ,Φ
log
N∏
i=1
p(θi, gi, yi,o
′
i,w,φ) (1)
= argmax
W ,Φ
log
N∏
i=1
p(yi|θi,o′i,wm)
p(wm|gi)p(θi|φm)p(φm|gi) (2)
= argmax
W ,Φ
N∑
i=1
[log p(yi|θi,o′i,wm) + log p(θi|φm)]m=gi
(3)
Where Eq. 2 applies the factorization to the joint probability
defined by our grasp-type graphical model. The subscript m =
gi in Eq. 3 denotes that variable m takes the value of the grasp
type observed for sample i. Combining this with the fact that,
for a given sample i, the two terms in the summand pertain
separately to the classifier and grasp prior parameters, gives
us the following learning criteria:
w∗m = argmax
wm
N∑
i=1
log p(yi|θi,o′i,wm) ∀gi = m (4)
φ∗m = argmax
φm
N∑
i=1
log p(θi|φm) ∀gi = m (5)
enabling us to independently learn the parameters for each
grasp-type-specific classifier and prior.
We use coordinate descent to learn the parameters of our
logistic regression classifiers. We fit the GMM parameters
using the EM algorithm. The GMM prior has 4 Gaussian
components for both the type-based and type-free models in
this letter. The grasp configuration vector, θ, is composed of
the palm pose in the object frame and the hand’s preshape
joint angles that define the shape of the hand prior to closing
to execute the grasp. We explain the specific joints used for
defining the preshape for our experiments at the beginning of
Section IV-A.
B. Visual Feature Extraction
We use a PCA-reduced voxel grid representation to encode
the object visual features o′. We illustrate the steps of our
object visual features extraction in Figure 3. We first segment
the object from the 3D point cloud by fitting a plane to the
table using RANSAC and extracting the points above the table.
We then estimate the first and second principle axes of the
segmented object to create a right-handed reference frame,
visualized as a bounding box in the second image from the
left in Figure 3. We then generate a 20 × 20 × 20 voxel grid
oriented about this reference frame. We define the center of
the voxel grid to be the centroid of the points in the object
segmentation. Each voxel has size 0.01m × 0.01m × 0.01m.
A voxel grid with these dimensions covers the training and test
objects we used and typically includes part of the table top.
We find it helps the grasp planner to have information about
the table top.
We then apply PCA to reduce the number of voxels from
8000 to 15 dimensions for each object. This 15 dimension
vector serves as the visual features o′. Our voxel encoding is
inspired by [35], who constructs an object representation used
for object classification, pose estimation, and 3D geometric
completion using Variational Bayesian Principal Component
Analysis (VBPCA). We first examined using VBPCA instead
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of PCA to encode the object shape, as in [35], but found it to
have similar results at a much greater computational cost.
We estimate the PCA projection matrix using both success-
ful and failed grasps of all grasp types used in our training
set. We performed cross-validation to determine the PCA
dimension looking at the prediction accuracy and F1 score.
We evaluated an increasing number of latent dimensions from
5 to 8000 and find that performance does not significantly
change after having 15 dimensions. As such we keep 15 for
all experiments in this letter.
C. Probabilistic Grasp Inference
Given the learned model parameters, W and Φ, we can
perform grasp planning as probabilistic inference in our graph-
ical model. Given the features o′ associated with an observed
object of interest, our goal is to infer both the grasp type, G,
and the grasp configuration parameters, θ, that maximize the
probability of success Y = 1. We formally define this inference
as:
argmin
θ,g
− log p(θ, g|y = 1,o′;W ,Φ) (6)
subject to θmin ≤ θ ≤ θmax (7)
Where we constrain the grasp configuration parameters to obey
the joint limits of the robot hand in Eq. 7. Our formulation is
similar to that used in [12]; however, our approach only has
constraints on the hand joint limits, while [12] restricted the
hand to stay within a local bounding box of the initial wrist
pose in addition to the constraints of hand joint limits. We can
relax this constraint as our learned grasp configuration prior,
keeps the inference from moving into unexplored regions of
grasp configuration space. We assume each grasp has an equal
prior probability of being power or precision. While we only
examine two grasp types in this letter our inference algorithm
naturally handles multiple grasp types and could easily be
adapted to handle non-uniform priors over grasp type. We
derive our objective function for inference starting in Eq. 8.
θ∗, g∗
= argmin
θ,g
− log p(θ, g|y = 1,o′, w,φ) (8)
= argmin
θ,g
− log
M∏
m=1
[
p(y = 1|θ,o′,wm)p(wm|g)
p(θ|φm)p(φm|g)
]
(9)
= argmin
g
{
argmin
θ
− log
[
p(y = 1|θ,o′,wm=g)
p(θ|φm=g)
]}
(10)
= argmin
g
{
argmin
θ
− log
[
p(y = 1|θ,o′,wm=g)
− log p(θ|φm=g)
]}
(11)
In order to solve this nested pair of optimizations, we initial-
ize and solve the inner optimization over grasp configuration
θ, for each grasp type g. We then can select the grasp config-
uration θ∗ and grasp type g∗ that attained the minimum value
in the inner optimization. Applying our model of a logistic
regression classifier and GMM prior we obtain the following
objective for this inner, grasp-type specific optimization:
f(θ, g) = − log
(
1
1 + exp(−wTm=gx)
)
−
log
K∑
k=1
pikN (θ|µm=g,k,Σm=g,k) (12)
Where x defines the full set of features input to the classifier
(i.e. the concatenated visual features, o′ and grasp configura-
tion, θ). The associated gradient for inference is:
∂f(θ, g)
∂θ
= −wgθ[1− 1
1 + exp(−wTg x)
]+
K∑
k=1
pikN (θ|µgk,Σgk)Σ−1gk (θ − µgk)∑K
k=1 pikN (θ|µgk,Σgk)
(13)
In Eq. 13, wgθ denotes the classifier weights corresponding
only to the grasp configuration parameters associated with
grasp type g (i.e. we remove the sub-vector of weights as-
sociated with the visual features o′). The inference objective
function is non-convex with a GMM prior having more than
one mixture components. As such, we can only hope to find a
locally optimal grasp configuration. However, this is not a real
issue, as many feasible grasps exist for commonly manipulated
objects. We show in the next section, that given an initial grasp
configuration close to the object, we tend to converge to a
successful grasp.
We use L-BFGS with bound constraints [36] [37] to ef-
ficiently solve the MAP inference for each grasp type. We
add a 0.5 regularization parameter to the log prior term to
prevent the prior dominating the inference. We use a heuristic
grasp to initialize the inference, which we describe in detail
in Section IV-A. We use the scikit-learn (http://scikit-learn.
org/stable/index.html) library to perform both learning and
inference.
Fig. 4: Example RGB image generated by the Kinect2 showing
the robot and the “lego” object on the table.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we describe our training data collection,
grasp success classifier evaluation, and experimental evaluation
of our grasp planner. We conduct experiments using the four-
fingered, 16 DOF Allegro hand mounted on a Kuka LBR4
arm. We used a Kinect2 camera to generate the point cloud of
the object on the table. An example image generated by the
Kinect2 of the robot and an object can be seen in Figure 4. We
performed real-robot grasp experiments on 8 objects spanning
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Fig. 5: Grasp success rates of different methods for multi-fingered grasping on the real robot. A grasp is counted as successful
only if it leads to a successful lift of the object with the correct grasp type. All objects are previously unseen in training except
the pringles can. All objects except the orange juice box and drano max gel are from YCB.
different shapes and textures. We compare our grasp planner
with a type-free grasp planner to investigate the effects of
explicitly modeling grasp type in learning. We additionally
compare our grasp planner to a geometry-based heuristic grasp
planner, which we also use for initialization of our grasp
inference. In total the robot performed 240 different grasps
across all experiments. The code and data associated with
this letter are available at: https://robot-learning.cs.utah.edu/
project/grasp type.
A. Multi-finger Grasping Data Collection and Model Training
We collected training data using the heuristic, geometry-
based grasp planner from [12] which is quite similar to the
geometric primitive planner of [13] for boxes or cylinders.
Nearly all successful examples from [12] are power grasps.
As such, we use the same objects (from the Bigbird data-
set [38]) and the same grasp data collection system used
in [12] to collect additional multi-fingered precision grasps
for our training data-set. For precision grasps we adapt the
grasp generation protocol slightly from that in [12], setting
the palm pose to be a distance of 6cm from the center of the
segmented object’s bounding box face. We add noise to this
pose by sampling from a Gaussian with a standard deviation of
2cm. There are 14 parameters for the Allegro hand preshape,
6 for the palm pose and 8 relating to the first 2 joint angles
of each finger proximal to the palm. Given a desired pose and
preshape we use the RRT-connect motion planner in MoveIt! to
plan a path for the arm. We execute all feasible plans moving
the robot to the sampled preshape.
After moving the hand to the desired preshape, a grasp
controller is applied to close the hand. The grasp controller
closes the fingers at a constant velocity stopping each finger
independently when contact is detected by the measured joints
velocities being close to zero. We use two different grasp
controllers–one for executing precision grasps and one for
performing power grasps. The power grasp controller attempts
to envelop the object to generate stable power grasps with
large contact areas between the object and the hand, while the
precision grasp controller keeps the fingers more outstretched
to generate dexterous precision grasps with fingertip contacts.
We achieve this by having the power grasp controller close the
three distal joints of the non-thumb fingers and the two distal
joints of the thumb. The precision grasp controller closes the
second and third joints of the non-thumb fingers and the two
distal joints of the thumb. Note the proximal joint of all non-
thumb fingers rotates the finger about its major axis causing
it to change the direction of closing. As such we maintain the
angle provided by the grasp planner for these joints.
If the robot grasps and lifts the object to a height of 15cm
without the object falling, the simulator automatically labels
the grasp as successful. We had to collect more than 1200
precision grasps attempts in order to get our target number of
20 successful precision grasps for training. This demonstrates
the difficulty of the precision grasp-learning problem. Our final
training set consists of 20 successful examples for both preci-
sion and power grasps. Power grasps were randomly selected
from the dataset we produced for our previous work [12]. The
20 successful power grasps cover 20 objects with different
shapes, sizes, and materials, while the 20 successful precision
grasps cover 11 different objects. We randomly draw 40 failure
grasps both of precision and power for a final training set of
120 samples in total.
The precision, power, and type-free logistic regression clas-
sifiers are evaluated using leave-one-out cross validation. For
the precision classifier leave-one-out accuracy is 0.85 with an
F1 score of 0.78. The power classifier leave-one-out has an
accuracy 0.87 and a F1 score of 0.81. The type-free classifier
leave-one-out has an accuracy 0.82 and a F1 score of 0.74
for all grasps. The type-free classifier leave-one-out has an
accuracy of 0.8 for precision grasps and an accuracy of 0.83
for power grasps. Overall, both the type-specific and type-free
grasp classifiers perform reasonably well. However, the grasp
classifiers for type-specific grasps outperforms the type-free
grasp classifier in terms of both accuracy and F1 score.
B. Real Robot Multi-finger Grasp Experiment
We evaluated our grasp planner on the physical robot sys-
tem. We performed experiments on 8 objects covering different
geometries, sizes, and materials. We attempted grasps at 5
different poses per object, for a total of 40 grasp attempts
per method. We use the same set of locations across different
methods, but each object has its own set of random poses.
We compare our grasp planner to the type-free grasp planner
and a heuristic grasp planner. We evaluate both precision and
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Fig. 6: Examples of successful precision and power grasps generated by our grasp type modeling approach to grasp planning.
Top two rows are precision grasps. Bottom two rows are power grasps.
power grasps for our approach and the comparison approaches.
This results in a total of 6 different grasp trials (precision and
power for the 3 different planners) giving a total of 240 grasp
attempts on the physical robot.
We use the same heuristic precision grasp generation ap-
proach used in training data collection to generate heuristic
grasps for testing. We use the heuristic grasp closest to the
camera as the initial grasp configuration for grasp inference.
We apply the precision grasp controller to grasps generated
with inferred precision grasp model parameters of our grasp-
type planner and the power grasp controller for power grasp
inference. We evaluate both precision and power grasp con-
trollers for all grasps generated from the type-free grasp
planner in order to give it the best chance of success. Of
the 8 objects used in experiments, 6 come from the YCB
dataset [39], 5 of which are the test objects used in [12].
Objects used in the experiments can be seen in Figure 6.
We label a grasp attempt that successfully lifts the object to
a height of 0.15m without dropping it a “successful lift.” A
grasp is successful if (1) it is a successful lift and (2) its grasp
type matches the planned grasp type. We define power grasps
as those that have large areas of contact between the grasped
object and the surfaces of the fingers and palm, and little or
no ability to impart motions with the fingers; while precision
grasps hold the object primarily with the tips of fingers and
thumb [17] [1]. We treat grasps where the planner fails to
generate a plan as failure cases. In our experiments all such
cases would either collide with the object or were unreachable
for the arm.
The grasp success rates for all methods are summarized in
Figure 5. Our type-specific grasp planner has higher average
success rates than the type-free grasp planner and the heuristic
grasps for both precision and power grasps. For precision
grasps, our grasp planner performs better than the baseline
methods for all objects except “pitcher”, where the type-free
planner performs equally well. The only failed precision grasp
for our method on the pitcher happens when it tries to grasp
the handle for one object pose. We note that the learner saw
no successful handle grasps in any training samples. The type-
free planner was not able to plan precision grasps successfully
for the “lego”, “pringles”, or “toy plane” objects. Our type-
specific planner performs reasonably well in generating preci-
sion grasps on these three objects.
For power grasps, our grasp planner has a 100% success
rate for all objects tested. This perfect performance for power
grasps from our grasp planner represents a higher success rate
than the type-free grasp planner for 5 of the 8 objects tested
and better than the geometric heuristic grasps for all objects.
Our grasp planner successfully refined initial heuristics grasps
which would fail into successful final power and precision
grasps for all 8 objects.
Compared with the previous deep learning-based grasp
inference of [12], we show that our planner can plan both
precision and power grasps with high quality while we require
an order of magnitude fewer training examples. Moreover,
the power grasps generated by our planner achieve a higher
success rate than those in [12] for the same set of objects.
Though we use separate precision and power grasp con-
trollers, if the grasp planner fails to generate a good preshape
for the desired grasp type, it can still execute a grasp with
the wrong desired type (e.g. a desired precision grasp can
become a power grasp and vice versa). In Figure 7, we show
the correct execution rate of the different grasp planners.
Correct execution rate defines the percentage of successful
lifts that achieve the desired grasp type across all successful
lifts. As we can see from Figure 7, our grasp planner correctly
executes power grasps in all cases. Our grasp planner correctly
executes all but two precision grasps correctly, executing the
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Fig. 7: Correct execution rate of different grasp methods. Correct execution rate is the percentage of grasps that can be grasped
and lifted up successfully with desired grasp types out of all grasps that can be grasped and lifted up successfully. All objects
except the orange juice box and drano max gel are from YCB.
wrong grasp type twice on the “toy plane” (i.e. 95% correct
execution rate). The type-free planner correctly executes only
52.5% of desired precision grasps that lift the object (i.e.
47.5% successful lifts desired to be precision grasps become
power grasps). The type-free planner achieves a much higher
87.5% correct execution rate for power grasps (i.e. 12.5% of
successful lifts desired to be power grasps become precision
grasps). For heuristic initialization grasps 70% of successful
lifts desired to be precision grasps have correct types. For
heuristic initialization grasps 87.5% of successful lifts desired
to be power grasps have correct types. This demonstrates
the preference for the type-free model to find power grasps
compared to our type-specific grasp model.
While we generate some power grasps with the precision
controller for the type-free and heuristic grasp planners, we
cannot predict which type will result from the planned grasp
for any given object. As such, it makes it impossible to plan
grasps of a specific desired type when necessary to satisfy
task requirements. Moreover, we observe that power grasps
generated using the precision grasp controller appear less
stable and robust than power grasps generated by the power
controller (e.g. the left grasp in Figure 8a), and precision grasps
generated from desired power grasps offer less mobility than
those generated by the precision grasp controller (e.g. the right
grasp in Figure 8a).
In Figure 6, we show two precision and power grasps
for each object generated by our grasp planner. Grasps in
the top two rows are precision grasps. Our precision grasps
offer substantial mobility making them suitable for tasks like
in-hand manipulation. Grasps in the bottom two rows show
power grasps. These power grasps provide strong stability,
making them good grasps for picking and placing objects.
Qualitatively, we observe that grasps generated by our planner
generally achieve higher quality (i.e. dexterity for precision
grasps and stability for power grasps) than those generated by
the two comparison methods.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this letter, we present a probabilistic model for grasping
that explicitly models grasp type. This enables us to learn type-
specific grasp success classifiers, which in turn enable us to
plan high quality precision and power grasps as probabilistic
inference. Our work is the first supervised grasp learning work
that can explicitly plan both power and precision grasps for a
given object. We compare to a similar planner that does not
model grasp type and show through physical robot experiments
that our grasp-type model achieves greater success in executing
planned grasps.
The type-free grasp planner plans grasps with wrong types
for most objects. We noticed the type-free grasp planner
successfully plans and executes the correct grasp type for large
objects with simple geometry, such as the “pitcher” and “juice
box.” For example, in Figure 8b, the left image is a precision
grasp of “pitcher” and the right image is a power grasp on
the same object at the same pose. Since we can not predict
the grasp type of the type-free planner before execution, it is
impossible to intentionally plan grasps of a specific grasp type
using the type-free planner as required for a given manipulation
task.
(a) Resultant grasps differ from
the intended grasp using the
type-free planner.
(b) The type-free grasp model
fails to predict resultant grasp
type.
Fig. 8: Grasp examples for discussion.
In terms of maximum success probability our planner always
preferred power grasps across all objects in our experiments.
We attribute this to the power grasp prior probabilities for both
the initialization and final inference being higher than for pre-
cision grasps. Since the same number of mixture components
were used for both priors, this implies that the power grasps
have lower overall variance (i.e. represent a smaller volume
in grasp configuration space). We could potentially rectify this
by providing more mixture components to the precision grasp
prior. Additionally, task requirements and object attributes
together dictate the grasp choice [1]. When humans grasp
objects in everyday tasks, the grasp type choice is dictated
less by the shape and size of the objects than the tasks they
want to accomplish [1]. As such, incorporating task-specific
information could further inform grasp type selection.
As future work, we will collect a richer training set en-
compassing a larger diversity of both grasp types and object
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properties to evaluate our model with learned neural-network
features. We additionally want to model more grasp types
(e.g top precision grasps, handle grasps, prismatic precision
and power grasps, circular precision and power grasps, etc.)
and select different grasp types based on task requirements.
Specifically, as defined by Cutkosky in [1], we can define
all grasp types hierarchically as sub-types of precision and
power grasps. Thus just as the results presented in this letter
allow us to refine a single classifier into two classifiers and
improve inference performance by modeling grasp type, we
expect we recursively split grasp types into additional, more
refined grasp sub-types if sufficient examples of each sub-type
were available. Furthermore, for planning, we could use the
tree-based structure of the grasp taxonomy to search over the
discrete grasp type, potentially improving the efficiency over
the linear search done in this letter.
Learning more grasp types, of course, would require some
way of identifying grasp sub-types at training time which
could be done in a number of ways. We believe that by
improving sensation on the hand to have an array of tactile
sensors on the palm and fingers, we could define grasp sub-
types based on where contact exists between the hand and
object. These tactile-based grasp types could either be hard
coded or—as we wish to examine—discovered automatically
through unsupervised learning.
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